Math Intervention—Do the Math Placement

9/22/2016

STAR Math Universal Screener

< 25th %tile

Use data from STAR and student work in Core to determine where gaps exist

CORE - WHOLE & SMALL GROUP
Fluency strategies, anchor tasks, problem solving, whole group and small group
concept instruction, differentiated instruction to meet individual student needs.

MATH INTERVENTION
Choose module based on identified area of need. Administer Pre-Module Screener. If student cannot easily answer the first 5 questions, stop and move to previous module. If student scores 80% or above, test the next module.
Do the Math Modules

Module Placement Recommendations
Based on gaps in skills addressed one
to two grade levels behind:
1st grade: skills from Kindergarten
standards , Number Core Module
2nd/3rd grade: Number Core and Addition/Subtraction Modules
4th/5th grade: Addition/Subtraction B,
C; Multiplication A, B; Division A, B

6th grade: Multiplication C, Division C,
Fractions A, B, C






Number Core: Combinations equaling 5 and 10, flexibility composing and decomposing, sums to 20.
Addition/Subtraction A: Builds on 10 as an anchor, sums to 100
Addition/Subtraction B: models of subtraction, subtract with numbers to 100
Addition/Subtraction C: Application of strategies to add/subtract with numbers to 1000.

 Multiplication A: Builds conceptual understanding of multiplication
 Multiplication B: Using strategies to learn multiplication facts to 12x12.
 Multiplication C: Multiplying by 10 and multiples of 10, multi digit multiplication
 Division A: Builds meaning of division and remainders
 Division B: Applies and builds inverse operation understanding; facts to 100 ÷ 10
 Division C: Application of strategies to solve more complex division problems
 Fractions A: Builds conceptual understanding of fractions
 Fractions B: Applies strategies for comparing and ordering fractions
 Fractions C: Addition and subtraction of fractions

Mastery Measure Progress Monitoring

 Do the Math Pre and Post Module Tests
 Do The Math Formative assessments—every 5 lessons
Outcome Based Progress Monitoring
When necessary for intensive monitoring
Easy CBM Grade Level Numbers and Operations Algebra


 Every three weeks
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Math Intervention and Extension
STAR Math

> 25th %tile

MIF Screeners, Chapter/Unit Tests, Pre-tests, Recall prior knowledge

At Grade Level

Transitional
CORE -WHOLE & SMALL GROUP









CORE -WHOLE & SMALL GROUP

Fluency strategies, anchor tasks,
problem solving, whole group and
small group concept instruction,
differentiated instruction to meet
individual student needs.

Fluency strategies, anchor tasks,
problem solving, whole group and
small group concept instruction,
differentiated instruction to meet
individual student needs.

MATH INTERVENTION

MATH INTERVENTION

Address missing skills
needed to succeed in
Core
Transition Resource Map
Transition Guide identifies
skill progressions
MIF Reteach pages
Concrete/Pictorial Representations





MIF extra practice
Problem solving tasks and
games (see grade level
unit plans for links)
Think Through Math
(grades 3—6)

Above Grade Level
CORE -WHOLE & SMALL GROUP
Fluency strategies, anchor tasks,
problem solving, whole group and
small group concept instruction,
differentiated instruction to meet
individual student needs.

MATH INTERVENTION




MIF Enrichment
Problem solving tasks
and games (see grade
level unit plans for links)
Think Through Math
(grades 2—6)

Fluency standards vary depending on grade level. Students not meeting grade level fluency standards need daily practice designed to build flexibility with numbers and increase accuracy. Drills are only effective for increasing automaticity on known
facts. To learn new facts, students need activities that are conceptually based and focus on number sense and flexibility. Links
for information and ideas for teaching fluency strategies:

Grade Level Fluency Expectations

http://www.lplearningcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Mathematics-Winter2010.pdf
https://www.youcubed.org/fluency-without-fear/
http://www.uen.org/utahstandardsacademy/math/downloads/level-2/3-4-4-assessingbasicfactfluency.pdf
http://schoolwires.henry.k12.ga.us/Page/21865

 2—Add and subtract within 20

Think through Math is an online supplemental math resource available free from the state and aligned to the Common
Core. It is a resource for differentiation during small group instruction. It is not intended to replace core or intervention resources.

 K—Number combinations to 5
 1—Add and subtract within 10

 3—multiply and divide w/in 100
 4—add/subtract w/in 1,000,000
 5—multi digit multiplication
 6—multi digit division with
whole numbers and decimals

